
Scavenger Hunt Games 

Below are 2 different forms of the same game.  Go on a nature hike and hand out a sheet to each person or each 

team.  Whichever person or team gets the most items checked off (within a certain period of time) or whoever gets 

BINGO first wins.  Games are best played by taking digital pictures and having a leader review each submission. 

  



 



__Wild Flowers 

__Dead tree 

__Pine cone 

__Berries 

__Vine 

__Poison ivy 

__Stream or creek 

__Blade of grass 

__Clover leaf 

__Moss 

__Pine tree 

__Seeds or seed pod 

__Eroded soil 

__Smooth/shiny rock 

__Mud 

__Grain of sand 

__Fern 

__Y-shaped twig 

__Trash 

__Pine needles 

__Acorn or other nuts 

__Tree with blossoms 

__Hole in a tree 

__Ponded area in a creek 

__Dark or light green leaf 

__Small pebble 

__Unusual shaped leaf 

__Rocks with many colors 

__Different shades of 

green or brown 

 

__Dew on a flower or leaf 

__Fungus on a tree 

__Shows next season is 

coming 

__Animal tracks 

__Worm 

__Caterpillar 

__Squirrel 

__Bird 

__Ant 

__Butterfly or moth 

__Snail 

__Beetle 

__Feather 

__Lizard 

__Ladybug 

__Spider web 

__Birds nest 

__Insects on a tree 

__Deer tracks 

__Animal hole in the 

ground 

__Deer 

__Frog 

__Leaf with insect holes 

__Evidence of the 

presence of animals 

__Evidence of the 

presence of people 
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